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T 0 all whom it may concern: I _ 
Be it known that I, EUGENE C. GMELIN, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at Chi 
cago, in the county of Cook and State of 
Illinois, have invented new and useful I'm 
provements in Illuminated Signs, of which 
the following is a speci?cation. ' 
My invention relates to an improvement 

in illuminated signs of the double-face va 
riety, and it is more particularly intended 
for ‘use in such signs whereof the opposite 
sides are formed with ‘one. or more light— 

"transmitting character-bearing plates and 
preferably plates of- opal or milk glass with 
the character strokes thereon in relief. 
In the accompanying draw1ngs— V 
Figure 1 is a view in side elevation of a 

sign embodying my improvement; _ 
Figure 2 is a section on‘ line _2—‘—2, Fig. 1; 
Figure 3 is a section on line.3——3, Fig. 2, 

with one'of the partition-sections removed; 
Figure 4. is a section on line 4—-4, Fig. 1 

or Fig. 3, and ' 
Figure 5 is a 

partition section. ‘ _ 
The casing 6, which is preferably con 

structed of. metal, may be of the form and 
construction illustrated in the drawings, or 
of any other form and construction desired 
for adapting the sign for special use. As 
shown, the detailed construction of the cas 
ing. is'described as follows: . ' 

The casing-frame, as shown, of rectangu 
lar shape, is formed of upper and lower 

face view of a corrugated 

' angle-bars A and B and similar end-bars C 
and D. The projecting ends of the bars A 
and B afford means for securing the sign 
in its place of use, as ‘at the front'of a build 

, ing, and the projecting ends of the bar 'D 
afford means for reinforcing the support of.‘ 
the sign, as through the medium of chains,’ 
‘not shown; but aliin a common manner. 
The top of the casing is made of a metal 
sheet '71secured along its center to the bar 
A and having its lateral ‘edges bent to‘ pro 
duce similar loops 8 (Fig. 4), for reinforc 
ingthe edges, and recesses 9 to receive and 
con?ne the upperedges of the sign-plate 
carrying sheets, 1 hereinafter described7 
which form the casing-sides. The bottom is “ 
made, like the top, of a metal sheet 73 se-‘ 
cured, along its center to the bar B and hav 
ing. its lateral edges bent to provide similar 
reinforcing loops 83 and recesses 98 for re 
ceiving and con?ning the said sheets at 

their lower edges,'the last-named recesses 
‘being somewhat shallower than the recesses‘ 
9. Each end of the casing is formed of a 
metal sheet 10 having its lateral edges bent 
into the loop-forms represented in-Fig. 2, 
for reinforcement and to afford bearings for 

the end-members of the aforesaid side-form 
ing sheets; and the tops andv ends are fas 
tened together by Initre-joints, represented 
at 11 in Figs. 1 and 3. ‘ 

_ the respectively adjacent edge-portions of i 

65 

To the angle-bar A is riveted, to extend - 
lengthwise through the casing, a sheet-metal 
apron 12, for the purposes hereinafter ex 
plained,‘ The casing-sides are similarly 
formed with the required number of metal 
sheets 13 having offset lateral edges at 14 
to cause them to mutually overlap‘ ‘when 
placed in position, as hereinafter described, 
‘each sheet 13 containing a stencil-like open 
ing 15 to conform to a given letter or char 
acter provided in relief on a plate 16 of 
light-transmitting opal or milk glass se< 
cured, as by cementing, to the inner face of 
the sheet to present'its light-re?ecting sur 
face to the interior of the casing. To pro 
vide the casing with its sign-character form 
ing sides, the sheets 13 having thereon the 
plates 16, which are of smaller dimensions 
than the sheets‘ and ‘bear the character-v 
strokes which project through the openings 
15, are inserted at their upper edges into the 
recess 9 and permitted to drop, to introduce 
their‘lower ‘edges into the recess 9", where 
by the plate-carrying sheets are con?ned in 
their sign-forming positions, from which 
any may be‘removed by raising it sufficient 
ly‘toclear the lower recess 9’, and there 
upon withdrawing it.. ' 

Illuminating units. in desired, number, are 
provided in the casing, preferably but not 
necessarily in depending position therein, 
as shown. Incandescent electric lamps 17 
are represented as the illuminating medium, 
and I prefer to provide one ‘lamp between 
each pair of the opposite plates 16 immedi 
ately between the character-strokes thereon. 
‘Each lamp has its socket 18 fastened in an 
angular sheet-metal bracket 19 (Fig. 4) se 
cured, as by soldering. to the inner sides of 
the opposite recesses 9; and the lamps are 
included, as usual, in an electric circuit (not 
shown). 
A p‘ artition 20, of any suitable opaque ma 

teria , and which is the allamp‘ortant feature 
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of my improvement, extends lengthwise 
through the casing, thereby dividing the lat 
ter into chambers. I prefer to form the par 
tition of corrugated sheet-material having 
light—re?ecting surfaces, such as tin-plate, 
and to have it corrugated, as represented, the 
lamps being interposed at the desired in 
tervals in the partition to cause each lamp 
to illuminate both chambers. The partition, 
moreover, maybe best madev in sections, like 
the section represented at 21 in Fig. 5, con~ 
‘taining an opening 22 conforming to and 
surrounding a lamp. Thepartition-sections 
are provided with hooks 23 introduced into 
holes 24 in the apron 12 for swingingly hang 
ing them in overlapping relation thereto, so 
that when a lamp is to be removed, as for 

‘ replacing by another,‘ the particular section, 
which. like all of thepartition-sections, abuts 
at its lower end‘v againsta side of the vertical 
?ange of the lower frame-bar B, ,may be 
moved away from the lamp to render it ac 
cessible for the purpose. As will be under 
stood, one section 21 may ‘form the entire 
partition where the sign in which it is used 

a is small and has only two opposite plate 
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carrying sheets 10; but where the partition 
comprises a plurality of sections, they should. 
mutually overlap at their adjacent edges and 
the outer edges of ‘the end-sections of the 
series should overlap the respectively adja~ 
cent frame-bars C and'D. The apron 12 and 
partition thus close the casing-chambers to 
each “other against're?ectionof the light from 
the re?ecting surfaces of the plates 16' on 
each side of the casing to‘ those on the oppo 
site thereof. ‘ ’ r 

The primary purpose of my improvement 
I being to intensify the illumination of a 

45 

double-face sign of the present kind, this ob 
ject is accomplished by providing therein. my 
partition for dividing the casing into cham 
bers illuminated by the same lamp or lamps, 
thereby to avoid dependence for re?ection 
of, therlight from side to side across the en 
tire interior width of the casing and decrease 
by one-half the space for passage of the re 

, . ?ected light-rays to cause their re?ection to 

so 
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be directed back and forth from the plates 
16 on either casing-side and the‘ opposing 
surface of the partition, the corrugated form 
of which directs the re?ected light at numer 

. ous angles against the character-strokes and 
greatly augments the brilliancy of‘ illumina 
tion. 

I realize that considerable variation is pos 
sible in the details of construction herein 
shown and I do not intend to limit my in 
vention thereto except as pointed, out in the 
appended claims, in which it is my intention 
to claim all the novelty inherent in my in 
vention as broadly as permissible by the state 
of the art. ‘ r '1 > 

I claim: 
1. A double-face sign comprising a casing 
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having its sides, formed with character-bear 
ing plates of light-transmittin g material and 
presenting inner light~re?ecting surfaces, an 
opaque partition extending in the casing 
between said sides to divide it into chambers, ' 
and'having an opening therein extending 
from its upper edge and approximating in 
size and shape an illuminating unit to be 
centrally placed therein and an illuminating 
unit interposed in‘ ‘the partition opposite 
said character-bearing plates to illuminate 
said chambers and re?ect the light back and 
forth from saidsurfaces and those of. the 
partition. - 

2. A double-face sign comprising a casing‘ '3 
having its sides formed with character-bear 
ino' plates of ‘light-transmitting material. 
an presenting inner light-re?ecting surfaces, 
an opaque partition extending in the casing 
between said sides to divide it into chambers 
and formed of sections provided with open 
ings each approximating in size and shape 
a portion of‘illuminating units to bepljaced 
centrally therein, and illuminating‘units sup 
ported in the casing to extend in said open 
ings to illuminate said chambers and re?ect 
the light backjand forth from said surfaces 
and those of the partition. ' .i - 

3. A double-face sign comprising a casing 
having its sides formed with character-bear 
ing plates of light-transmitting material and 
presenting inner light-re?ecting surfaces, an 
opaque partition extendingin the casing be 
tween said sides to divide. it into chambers 
and formed of movably-supported sections 
provided with openings each approximating 
in size and shape a portion of illuminating 
units to be placed centrally therein, and il 
luminating units supported in the casing to 
extend in said openings to illuminate said 
chambers and re?ect the light back and forth 
from said surfaces and thosepf the parti 
tion. 7 ' 

v4. A double-face sign comprising a casing 
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having its sides formed with character-bear- ‘ 
ing plates of light-transmitting material and 
presenting inner light-re?ecting surfaces, an 
opaque corrugated partition having opposite , 
light-re?ecting surfaces and extending in 
the casing between said sides to divide it into 
chambers, andhaving anj opening therein 
extending from its upper edge and approxi 
mating in size and shape an illuminating 
unit to be centrallyv placed therein,‘ and an 
illuminating unit interposed inthe partition 
opposite said charactenbearing plates to il 
luminate said chambers and re?ect the light 
back and forth vfrom said‘ plate and partition 
surfaces. > p - - - _ p _ 

5. A double-face sign comprising a casing 
having its sides formed with character-bear 
ing plates of light-transmitting material 
and presenting inner light-re?ecting S111‘? 
faces. an opaque sectional corrugated partid 
tion having light-re?ecting surfaces and ex 
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tending in the casing between said sides to 
divide it into chambers, the partition-sections ' 
having openings, and illuminating units sup— 
ported in the casing to extend in said open 

5 ings to illuminate said chambers and re?ect 
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the light back and forth from said plates 
and partition surfaces. 

6. A double-face sign comprising a casing 
having its sides formed with character-bear 
ing plates of light-transmitting material and 
presenting inner light-re?ecting surfaces, an 
opaque partition extending in the casing be 
tween said sides to divide it into chambers 
and. formed of corrugated sections having 
opposite light-re?ecting surfaces, said sec 
tions having openings and being movably 
hung in the casing, and illuminating units 
supported in the casing to extend in said 
openings to illuminate said chambers and re 

a 

fleet the light back and forth from said plate 
and partition surfaces. 

7. A double-face sign comprising a casing 
having its sides formed with character-bear 
ing plates of light-transmitting material and 
presenting inner light-re?ecting surfaces, an 
apron of opaque-material depending in the 
casing from its top, an opaque partition 
formed of corrugated sections having oppo 
site light-re?ecting surfaces, said sections 
having openings and being movably hung on I 
said apron to cooperate therewith in divid 
ing the easing into chambers, and illuminat 
ing units supported in the casing ‘to extend in 
said openings to illuminate said chambers 
and re?ect the light back and forth from 
said plate and partition surfaces. 

EUGENE C. GMELIN. 
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